S1. Anisotropic Gold Nanoparticles -Gold Nanoparticle Shape Library
. Summary of gold nanoparticles from the nanoparticle shape library used in this work, including details of particle's nominal core diameter based on TEM measurements, shape, and surface functionality. GNP1  60  Spherical  HS-(CH2)11-EG6-OCH2-COOH  GNP2  80  Spherical  HS-(CH2)11-EG6-OCH2-COOH  GNS3  60  Branched  HS-(CH2)11-EG6-OCH2-COOH  GNP4  124  Branched  HS-(CH2)11-EG6-OCH2-COOH  GNP5 92.7 x 39.4 Rod CTAB/NaOL GNP6 67.5 x 13 Rod CTAB/NaOL 
Sample label dTEM (nm) NP Shape Surface Functionalisation

S2. Modelling the Polarizability of Gold Nanoparticles
Here we present a detailed description of the model that we use to study the role of plasmon resonances in affecting the nanoparticles polarizability and hence the behavior of the SPES results.
1
Dielectric function and polarizability for gold spheres and ellipsoids
The resonance in the optical cross sections is shifted at the so-called Frölich frequency, 2 which include the effects of both the surface and surrounding medium.
Firstly, we notice that for gold the free electron approximation can be assumed to hold for photon energies smaller than 2.2 eV, or a wavelength λ min =560 nm approximately.
We used a solid state laser with λ=635 nm, which allows us to neglect bound electrons. 2 We introduce the plasma frequency for bulk (ω P ) and the damping 
Thanks to the Rayleigh approximation, the polarization of the particle can be obtained on the basis of the electrostatic approximation.
For ellipsoids the polarizability of the particle is then given by Equation 2:
where ! is the dielectric function of the surrounding medium, V the particle volume and L is the geometrical factor corresponding to the orientation considered to evaluate α. This expression reduces to that of a sphere for L=1/3.
In order to interpret the SPES data, we get the scattering amplitude (Equation 3) by following the approach given in literature:
Here = 2 / .
Under this approximation, the measure of complex amplitude 0 is directly providing the complex polarizability we are interested in. More precisely, to interpret our data we refer to a better approximation obtained by expanding the amplitude S(0) at the second order by following the approach adopted by van de
Hulst. 3 This allows a better description of the real part of the S(0).
Spheres
By using the values ω P = 1.3610 16 Hz and γ = 1.0710 14 , 2, 4 we fit the only free parameter, that is the effective refractive index of the functionalisation layer, to the SPES raw data obtained for spheres. The resulting value is n = 1.395 which is reasonable for the material. We, therefore obtain the Frölich frequency of ca. ω F = 6.1710 15 Hz. In Figure S1 we illustrate the scattered fields for spherical nanoparticles with radii between 19 and 41 nm (solid line), compared to the centroids of the experimental results (circles).
Ellipsoids
We inserted the parameters obtained above into the expression for the polarizability of ellipsoids and obtained the scattered field amplitudes 0 . In Figure S1 dashed line outlines the results of our model for ellipsoids with the aspect ratio of 39/93, as in the case of GNP5 (see Table S1 ), within the range 14×33 -31×74. The red square represents the centroid of the SPES measurements obtained with the rod sample GNP5, red cross the value obtained from our model for an ellipsoid with semi axes given by the GNP5 size (see below). The experimental shift of the complex field amplitudes is obtained in accordance with the experimental results for rods. Note that our model slightly underestimates the volume, by 15%.
This is related to the ellipsoid approximation used, which underestimates the particle volume compared to the actual rod-like shape, having a larger volume for a fixed aspect ratio.
Note that we do not compare the results of our model to the second sample GNP6
because the raw data appreciably extend out of the accessible range of our SPES apparatus. As a consequence, the centroid of the distribution cannot be evaluated properly, and no strong assessment can be done here.
Brownian rotations
We have considered the polarizability of rods, as described by ellipsoids oriented perpendicularly to the direction of the laser beam. However, the particles are oriented randomly, therefore this can appear as an incorrect assumption. By contrast one has to take into account the rotational Brownian motions, having the characteristic times are much smaller than the transit time through the beam (30 µs). The particle is illuminated in many different positions, with the highest probability of being oriented perpendicularly (or almost perpendicularly) to the incoming beam. As a result, the time evolution of the measured intensity values will fluctuate accordingly, and the specific data analysis performed during the generation of the SPES data will favour the measurement with higher values. We can rigorously prove this argument by evaluating the complex field amplitudes expected for particles with an orientation parallel to the beam direction: the expected values are approximately one decade smaller than the others for both the real and imaginary parts. This should spread the SPES raw data by this amount in the plane, which was not observed experimentally (see Figure 3 in the main text). We compare the experimental results to the amplitudes obtained for orientations perpendicular to the direction of the beam.
Branched (Star-shaped) particles
Using again the parameters obtained for spheres, we can interpret the data obtained for star shaped particles. As it has been evidenced, data are appreciably shifted towards larger real parts with respect to spheres and rods. To interpret this shift we note that star particles are characterised by very small structures compared to the size and therefore the surface modes will be strongly changed with respect to spheres. A quantitative simple description is no more possible here, nevertheless limiting the mean free path will increase the damping constant . 2 This can be introduced into our model just by limiting the mean free path to dimensions similar to the thin structures of the particles. The imaginary part of the dielectric constant, ′′, is increased because of the increase of the damping constant . This can be described by adding to the damping constant of the bulk metal the ratio between the electron velocity at the Fermi surface, ! , divided by the length scale that limits the mean free path, t, 2 For gold ! = 1.4 10 6 m/s so that it is straightforward to obtain ′′. By inserting the complex dielectric constant into the forward scattered amplitude 0 , the ratio R of the real and complex parts of it can be easily written as a function of the length scale t. Limiting again to the first order expansion (the second order term will just increase the real part), the ratio R turns out to have the following dependence on t:
This expression can be simplified by noting that for gold, ≫ ′′. Therefore, the result of limiting the mean free path of electrons in the particle is just to increase the real part of 0 with respect to the imaginary one, as observed experimentally in our SPES data.
For comparison we report in Table S4 Figure S2 . UV-Vis spectra of GNP1 before and after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. Surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) values were 536 nm and 539 nm respectively. Figure S4 . Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements of GNP1 after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. Figure S5 . TEM micrographs and particle size distribution chart of GNP1. 140 particles were counted automatically by Image-J. <d>=59 nm. Scale bar is 100 nm. Figure S6 . UV-Vis spectra of GNP2 before and after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. SPR values were 555 nm and 558 nm respectively. Figure S7 . DCS measurements of GNP2 before and after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. Figure S8 . DLS measurements of GNP2 after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. Figure S9 . TEM micrographs and particle size distribution chart of GNP2. 138 particles were counted automatically by Image-J. <d>=84 nm. Scale bar is 200 nm. Figure S10 . UV-Vis spectra of GNP3 before and after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. SPR values were 692 nm and 700 nm respectively. Figure S11 . DCS measurements of GNP3 before and after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. Figure S12 . DLS measurements of GNP3 after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. Figure S13. TEM micrographs and particle size distribution chart of GNP3. 160 particles were counted. <d>=57 nm. Scale bar is 200 nm. Particle outlines for counting of branched gold particles obtained by in-house developed method (see Section S5 for further details). Figure S14 . UV-Vis spectra of GNP4 before and after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. SPR values were 771 nm and 801 nm respectively. Figure S15 . DCS measurements of GNP4 before and after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. Figure S16. DLS measurements of GNP4 after functionalisation with PEG6COOH thiol ligand. Figure S17. TEM micrographs and particle size distribution chart of GNP4. 100 particles were counted. <d>=124 nm. Scale bar is 200 nm. Particle outlines for counting of branched gold nanoparticles obtained by in-house developed custom method (see Section S5 for details). Figure S18 . UV-Vis spectra of GNP5. LSPR value was 705 nm. Figure S20. DLS measurements of GNP5. Figure S22 . UV-Vis spectra of GNP6. SPR value was 971 nm. Figure S24 . DLS measurements of GNP6. Figure S25 . TEM micrographs and particle size distribution chart of GNP6. 50 particles were counted. <d length >=67.5 nm, <d width >=13 nm. Scale bar is 100 nm. 
S3. Physico-Chemical Characterisation of Anisotropic Gold Nanoparticles
S4.1. Characterisation of Spherical Gold nanoparticles (GNP1)
S4.2. Characterisation of Spherical Gold nanoparticles (GNP2)
S4.3. Characterisation of Branched Gold Nanoparticles (GNP3)
S4.4. Characterisation of Branched Gold Nanoparticles (GNP4)
S4.5. Characterisation of Rod Shaped Gold Particles (GNP5)
S4.6. Characterisation of Rod Shaped Gold Particles (GNP6)
S4. Identification and Geometrical Characterisation of Nanoparticles From TEM Micrographs
What follows is the description of the computer software aimed to identify and process the anisotropic nanoparticles using 2D micrographs from TEM in a semiautomatic fashion. The idea was to use "ingredients" from different theories (percolation, cluster analysis, heuristic algorithms) in order to identify the nanoparticles automatically, allowing the user to revise and correct software identification easily. The next step is the separation of the clusters. We tried several techniques, i.e.
Watershed Transform 6 and k-means clustering algorithm 7, 8 obtaining the best results with the k-means clustering algorithm ( Figure S27 ). Figure S27 . The same TEM image as in Figure S26 after cluster separation by k-means algorithm.
After identification and separation, we can use the identified nanoparticles to calculate the geometrical properties of interest like average size, area, perimeter, etc.
The software is still under development but we were able to use it to characterize the branched gold nanoparticles in the present work.
